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By Kinga Mollov, DTMEA

Dental Tribune MEA recently in-
terviewed Mr Ziad Al Asali, General 
Manager for IMEA region in regards 
to the opening of the new training 
centre in Jordan.

Mr Ziad, could you please briefly 
introduce yourself?
I completed my Master of Science 
in Biomedical Engineering  back in 
1990 and since then worked with 
several medical and dental compa-
nies in the MEA region. Last year I 
had the pleasure to join EMS as the 
General Manager for India, Middle 
East and Africa (IMEA) region.

Please share with us your vision as 
General Manager for IMEA of EMS. 

What is your vision for the future 
in the region?
IMEA region is a very rich region in 
human resources with a very open 
mentality to new technologies and 
new clinical solutions, yet you can 
find big differences in dental prac-
tices from one country to another. 
Our mission here at EMS is simple, 
we want to spread the GBT (Guided 
Biofilm Therapy) culture in the area, 
as it is one of the greatest inventions 
in preventive dentistry. 

Congratulations on having opened 
the new EMS office in Jordan. What 
was the thought process of chosing 
Jordan as the main location?
Jordan has a unique position in the 
area. It is located very close to Africa 
with equal distance from other Mid-

dle Eastern countries, also not far 
from India. At the same time Jordan 
is rich with human resources from  
neighbouring countries; addition-
ally it has some additional beneficial 
facilities for international regional 
offices. 

How will the dental professionals 
benefit from the new office in Jor-
dan?
The mission of the office is not only 
to organise the relations with part-
ners and end users but also to have a 
regional aftersales department who 
will take care of service issues in the 
area from training, maintenance and 
securing the right use of EMS equip-
ment. We are proud to announce 
that the EMS office in Amman is 
equipped with one of the top train-

ing facilities and according to Swiss 
standards has been accredited by 
Swiss Dental Academy (SDA).

Can we expect EMS to organise 
more educational courses organ-
ised in the region? 
Of course the presence of SDA train-
ing center in our Jordan office will 
heavily contribute in organising GBT 
courses on a weekly basis. We would 
love to transfer the great experi-
ence of our local KOL's to the world 
through the great presence of EMS 
on the international tribune.

Can we expect EMS to open any 
other offices in MEA in the near 
future? 

All options are open, however our 
mission is to be less bureaucratic and 
more practical with the customer. 
EMS is ambitious to open training 
centres’ for Swiss Dental Academy in 
every country.
 

Organiser

Call/WhatsApp: +971528423659  | www.cappmea.com/diplomas
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For more information contact:

E.M.S. Electro Medical Systems S.A.
Tel: +41 22 994 26 60
Mob: +41 79 569 12 14
Web: www.ems-company.com
Web: www.ems-dent.com
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EMS team

"EMS office in Amman 
has equipped itself with 
a top training centre 
accredited by SDA"
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The Dentsply Sirona
Global Clinical Case Contest 2018-2019

By Dentsply Sirona

Every year, dental undergraduate 
and graduate students, with less 
than 2 years of clinical practice, are 
invited to participate by document-
ing a patient case with photographs 
and text. Since its inception in 2004-
2005, more than 3,900 dental stu-
dents have participated, with the 
2018-2019 competition drawing a 
total of about 1,242 entries, from 134 
universities. 

This year the regional winner for 
MENA was Rana Ali Al-Saadi from 
Ibn Sina National College, Saudi Ara-
bia. Check out her winning case! 

Introduction to the case
A 44 year-old male patient came to 
the clinic to solve his aesthetic prob-
lem related to incisors, canines 13, 12, 
11, 21, 22.

Treatment options
1: Crowns related to #11, 12, 21, Direct 
veneer #22 and class V composite 
restoration related to #13.
2: Build up related to #11, 12, 21, Direct 
veneer #22 and class V composite 
restoration related to #13.

Treatment options were discussed 
with the patient and the patient 
chose the second option.

Before

Step 1 – Digital smile design 
Digital smile designing done according 
to golden proportions for a predictable  
clinical outcome.

Step 5 – Bonding - palatal wall & build up
The Adhesive system was applied 
(Prime& Bond univarsalTM) and light-
cured. Build up of the palatal wall us-
ing the silicon key, the proximal wall 
contours were created using sectional 
matrix. Dentine shade (ceram.x® duo 
D3) and enamel shade (ceram.x® duo 
E2) were used.

Step 2 – Isolation
After shade selection (A3) the anterior 
area was isolated with rubber dam and 
stabilised with knot ligatures for pre-
venting leakage and adequate retrac-
tion tefl on tape used. 

Step 6 – Contouring
Restorations were marked with graphite 
to highlight  transitional lines, mesial 
- distal inclination and developmental 
grooves. Gross three dimensional con-
touring was done using diamond burs. 
Interdental fi nishing strips were used to 
remove excess and shape emergence 
profi le of the teeth. 

Step 3 – Cavity preparation  
Caries excavation and fi nal cavity prep-
aration with bevel was prepared.

Step 7 – Finishing & Polishing  
Finishing was completed using (En-
hance® Finishing System) and then the 
polishing procedure was completed us-
ing (Enhance® PoGo system and Prisma 
Gloss® pastes).

Step 4 – Etching 
The etching protocol was done using 
DeTrey® Conditioner 36 for 15s  then 
rinsed with water spray.

Step 8 – Post operative view 
Highly aesthetic outcome using 
(ceram.x® duo).

After

Material and Method
The digital smile design approach is 
very benefi cial in deciding the pre-
ferred ideal outcome. Interpretation 
was onto the diagnostic wax up. Af-
ter isolation with the rubber dam, 
caries excavation and cavity prepa-
ration was performed. Teeth were 

etched with DeTrey® Conditioner 
36  rinsed and dried. Prime&Bond 
universalTM was applied and light-
cured. Reconstructions were made 
with (ceram.x® duo) using a multi-
layering technique with dentin 
shade (ceram.x® duo D3) and enamel 
shade (ceram.x® duo E2). For fi nish-

ing  & polishing fi rstly fi nished with 
a diamond bur, then with Enhance® 
Finishing System and Polishing with 
Enhance® PoGo system and Prisma 
Gloss® pastes.

Discussion and Conclusion
Re-creating an aesthetic smile was a 

challenging task in the present case. 
The fi nal restoration satisfi ed the pa-
tient's expectations. Ceram.x® duo 
showed a remarkable fi nal natural 
appearance in this case. Ceram.x® 
duo has excellent handling, fi nish-
ing, and polishing properties that re-
sulted in a highly aesthetic outcome.

Student: Rana Ali AL-Saadi
Tutor: Dr. Gautam Singh
University: Ibn Sina National College
Country: Kingdom Of Saudi Arabia



Primescan

�Engineered for superior performance.
Innovation requires commitment to ambition: Primescan sets new standards in dental technology, 
making scanning more accurate, faster and easier than ever. It is engineered to enable all kind of 
treatments, from single tooth to full arch. An increased field of view and the dynamic depth scanning 
technology ensure a high data density right from the first scan. The excellent results are immediately 
displayed on the wide format touchscreen of the new Acquisition Center. With Primescan, intraoral 
scanning is as easy as never before.

Enjoy the scan.

Learn more at: dentsplysirona.com/primescan

»�Usability is my goal.   
  And Primescan is my answer.�«

Florian Sobirey, UX-Designer
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The next generation polyether: 
Superfast. Super detailed.

Fig. 1: Initial situation of case 1: Fractured old composite restoration on the 
lower fi rst molar.

Fig. 2: Deep distal preparation with bleeding from infl amed gingival tissue.

Fig. 3: Challenging moisture control and bleeding managed by using a soaked 
retraction cord.

Fig. 4: Impression taken with the monophase technique. Syringing of 3M™

Impregum™ Penta™ Super Quick Polyether Impression Material (Medium Body) 
around the preparation with the 3M™ Penta™ Elastomer Syringe.

Fig. 5: Final monophase precision impression made of 3M™ Impregum™ Penta™

Super Quick Polyether Impression Material (Medium Body).

Fig. 6: Final situation: 3M™ Lava™ Esthetic Fluorescent Full-Contour Zirconia 
restoration cemented with 3M™ RelyX™ Unicem 2 Self-Adhesive Resin Cement.

whole working time, meaning that a user does not need to be afraid of any 
premature setting reaction that may have a negative eff ect on the quality of 
the fi nal impression.

The use of the new material developed for the monophase technique – 
3M™ Impregum™ Penta™ Super Quick Medium Body Polyether Impression 
Material – is demonstrated showing two diff erent patient cases. 

The fi rst patient had a fractured composite restoration on her lower fi rst molar 
that needed to be replaced. The second patient had previously received an 
implant in the region of the upper fi rst premolar. After the healing phase, 
the fi nal prosthetic work needed to be produced and placed. A closed tray 
impression technique was used in this case.

9
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Case 2

Dr. med. dent. Gunnar Reich
gunnar.reich@web.de 

Dr. Gunnar Reich attended the Universities of Munich and Berlin 
and obtained his Dr. med. dent. (DDS) degree in 1986. Ever 
since, he has been practicing dentistry in the South of Germany. 
Today, he is the owner of a private practice in Munich. 

8

10

Fig. 7: Initial situation of case 2: Implant with healing cap six months after 
implant placement.

Fig. 8: Syringing of 3M™ Impregum™ Penta™ Super Quick Medium Body Polyether 
Impression Material around the impression coping with the 3M™ Penta™

Elastomer Syringe.

Fig. 9: Impression coping securely fi xed in the impression that was taken using 
the monophase technique and a closed tray.

Fig. 10: Final veneered all-ceramic crown cemented on an implant abutment.

Taking outstandingly precise impressions in an effi  cient procedure – this 
is feasible for everyone using the new 3M™ Impregum™ Penta™ Super Quick 
Polyether Impression Material launched by 3M in April 2018. The material 
off ers a working time of 45 seconds and an intraoral setting time of only 
two minutes. 

It is thus as fast as or even faster than many quick-setting VPS-based 
impression materials and particularly suited for impression taking in the 
context of producing single-unit restorations or small bridges. In addition to the 
increased speed, it off ers all proven polyether benefi ts that lead to a reliable 
clinical performance and highly accurate results. These include a great fl ow 
behavior and an intrinsic hydrophilicity, i.e. high affi  nity to water, which ensure 
that the material fl ows deeply into the sulcus and captures every detail. In 
addition, polyethers maintain their fl owability consistently throughout the 
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Case 1

Gunnar Reich, Germany

Be impressed.
3M™ Impregum™ Super Quick Polyether Impression Material

5763-193M_IMPSQ_Clinical_Case_Poster_rz.indd   1 02.05.19   12:05



 

Capture every 
detail in 2 minutes? 
Yes, it can.

3M™ Impregum™ Super Quick
Polyether Impression Material

Ideal for smaller cases with 
superfast 2-minute setting.

A brand new chemistry unites 
world-class polyether precision with 
the speed of a VPS material.

A signifi cantly improved taste 
and less time in the mouth make 
a better patient experience.

3M.com/Impregum

3M and Impregum are trademarks of 3M Company or 3M Deutschland GmbH. Used under license in Canada. © 3M 2019. All rights reserved. 
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High-speed dental 3D Printer revolutionizing dental applications with NextDent biocompatible materials

AD

Prosthodontist achieves same-day 
dentures with NextDent 5100

Dr. Michael Scherer transforms patientexperience and expedites dental production 
with the NextDent 5100 3D printer

By 3D Systems

Dr. Michael Scherer is a prosthodontist in Son-
ora, California, located ten miles from the heart 
of the Stanislaus National Forest and 100 miles 
southeast of Sacramento, the nearest city. A 
long-time advocate of technologies that help 
him enhance patient care, Dr. Scherer transi-
tioned to intraoral 3D scanning several years 
ago to spare his patients the uncomfortable 
and messy experience of taking composite 
impressions. Eager to extend the value of these 
digital scans, he began experimenting with 3D 
printing. He ordered two 3D Systems’ Next-
Dent™ 5100 3D printers for his offi ce shortly 
after its launch and says they provide him with 
an all-in-one solution for producing actual 3D 
printed dental restorations at an effi cient time 
point.

Due to Dr. Scherer’s rural location, his patients 
typically travel anywhere from 30 minutes to 
several hours to get to his offi ce. For dentures, 
implants and bridgework, multiple visits are 
common practice to address various stages of 
traditional fi tting and delivery. The need for 
multiple appointments to achieve a conven-
tional restoration can make seeking treatment 
time consuming and challenging for the pa-
tient; a burden Dr. Scherer hoped to alleviate 
through in-house 3D printing. Dr. Scherer re-
ports that the addition of the NextDent 5100 
printers to his offi ce has accelerated his work-

fl ow and changed his patients’ experience, 
and says he can no longer imagine his practice 
without them.

Fast print speeds enable same-day 
dentures
The new capabilities in dental care enabled by 
the speed, accuracy and esthetics of the Next-
Dent 5100 3D printer have helped Dr. Scherer 
deliver a superior patient experience. In par-
ticular, the ability to cut total denture delivery 
time from fi ve or six appointments to a process 

that can be complet-
ed in the same day. 
For elderly patients 
who rely on others 
for transportation to 
and from appoint-
ments, Dr. Scherer 
says this new capa-
bility makes treat-
ment possible by 
removing logistical 
barriers: “The Next-
Dent 5100 enables 
me to do things in 
my offi ce – like expe-
dited dentures – that 
I couldn’t do before, 
and it’s having a 
real impact on my 
patients’ lives.” 3D 

Systems’ NextDent materials are biocompat-
ible and CE-certifi ed, and are available in a wide 
selection to answer a broad range of clinical 
needs. This allows Dr. Scherer to use the Next-
Dent 5100 not only for same-day, long-term 
dentures, but for expedited implants, crowns, 
bridges, bite guards and more. “Combining in-
traoral scanning technology with fast, accurate 
and esthetic 3D printed teeth is the great, bring-
it-all-together moment we’ve been waiting for 
in dentistry for years,” Dr. Scherer says.

To illustrate his case, Dr. Scherer cited an anon-
ymous example of a patient who was moved 
to tears after receiving their denture in a same-
day appointment. “I got the NextDent 5100 
printers for patients like that, who need an op-
tion for treatment that makes it feasible,” Dr. 
Scherer says. Due to the loss of a loved one, the 
patient told Dr. Scherer they could no longer 
make multiple long drives for sequenced ap-
pointments. Understanding that, Dr. Scherer 
assured them the denture could be done in a 
single visit using innovative methods.

Eager for treatment, the patient made an 
apointment and came in in the morning for an 
intraoral scan. Dr. Scherer used the digital mod-
el to plan the denture, and his assistant ran the 
3D printers, producing the denture teeth in 
the fi rst and the denture base in the second for 
delivery by early afternoon of the same day. 
When the new denture was delivered, the pa-
tient saw their new smile and started crying, 
saying they never imagined how beautiful 3D 
printed teeth could be. “With the two Next-
Dent 5100 printers I can have the denture teeth 
printing in one printer and the denture base 
printing in another printer, and have a denture 
ready in 20 minutes,” Dr. Scherer says.

The NextDent 5100 printers have reduced wait 
times considerably for other restorations as 
well. Depending on the model to be printed, 
Dr. Scherer is experiencing print times of ten 
to forty minutes with the NextDent 5100 com-
pared to two- to four-hour print times for com-
parable models on other 3D printers he has 
used. Dr. Scherer says this capability has led to 
effective word-of-mouth marketing because 
he is now able to accommodate patients with 
service that exceeds expectations: “I frequent-
ly have patients who break teeth right before 
a big trip or life event, and with 3D Systems’ 
NextDent printer I can now offer treatment 
in the same afternoon versus the temporary 
patches that are common practice using con-
ventional techniques.”

Accurate & aesthetic 3D printed 
outcomes minimize adjustments,
maximize doctor time
According to Dr. Scherer, the accuracy of the 3D 
printer contributes to shorter delivery times 
and enhanced patient care as well. “The fact 
that the NextDent 5100 can produce models 
and dental prostheses in minutes instead of 

The speed of the NextDent 5100 enables same-day dentures to enhance patient 
care.

By running two NextDent 5100 printers simultane-
ously, Dr. Scherer can have a denture ready in 20 
minutes

CHALLENGE:
Increase effi  ciency of dental restoration pro-
duction and delivery to ease logistical burden 
of multiple appointments for patients

SOLUTION:
3D Systems’ NextDent™ 5100 dental 3D print-
ers and NextDent materials for high accuracy, 
high speed digital dentures and restorations

RESULTS:
– Reduced denture production and delivery 
timelines from 5 or 6 visits to 1 or 2
– Enhanced patient experience through 
expedited delivery of accurate, esthetic 
restorations
– High accuracy dental models 3D printed in 
20 to 40 minutes compared to 2 to 4 hours 
on other tested systems
– Clinical time savings of 20% to 50%

hours and achieve accuracy under 100 microns 
is a game changer for 3D printing in dentistry,” 
Dr. Scherer says, explaining that accuracy helps 
ensure he is delivering the highest quality care.

With traditional molds and poured stone mod-
els, Dr. Scherer says fi tting crowns, implants or 
bridges can take thirty minutes to an hour of 
adjusting to achieve the right fi t. With 3D print-
ing, fi tting the same type of restoration takes 
signifi cantly less time to adjust. “Doctor time 
on the computer is money well spent, because 
I fi nd I am spending less time to fi t prostheses 
due to the accuracy of the prints. Being able to 
shave off 20- to 50-percent of my clinical time 
more than pays for itself,” Dr. Scherer says.

The NextDent 5100 is powered by 3D Systems’ 
Figure 4 technology and uses Digital Light 
Printing (DLP) with a non-contact membrane 
that delivers high quality, accurate outcomes 
on delicate parts. 3D printed support structures 
are also simple to add and fast to remove with 
3D Sprint® software, reducing the post-pro-
cessing time substantially and helping ensure 
undamaged parts. According to Dr. Scherer: 
“On another printer, just to remove the print-
ing supports can take ten to fi fteen minutes. 
On the NextDent 5100 it takes maybe 30 to 60
seconds. And that includes polishing!”

Improving the dental profession 
with digital dentures
In addition to his work at his practice, Dr. Scher-
er teaches courses on 3D printing and digital 
dentures that are open to other dentists, clini-
cians and laboratories interested in expanding 
their capabilities. He brings a patient from his 
practice and provides a step-by-step demon-
stration of his digital denture workfl ow. He is 
also active on social media with his group “Fast 
Track Dental CE” (https://www. facebook.com/
fasttrackdentalce/), where he posts sharewor-
thy experiences for discussion and learning. 
“The opportunity to interact with clinicians all 
over the world and share the vision of 3D print-
ing in dentistry helps make the profession bet-
ter and improve lives everywhere,” Dr. Scherer 
says. “3D printing has become so important to 
my clinical practice that I just can’t imagine go-
ing back.”

To learn more about the NextDent 5100 3D 
printer, visit:
https://www.3d-me.com/nextdent-5100



www.ivoclarvivadent.com
Ivoclar Vivadent AG
Bendererstr. 2 | 9494 Schaan | Liechtenstein | Tel. +423 235 35 35 | Fax +423 235 33 60

ZirCAD MT Multi
The most esthetic high-strength, 
multi-translucent1 zirconia

All ceramic, 
all you need.all you need.

1 Composed of different material classes
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mectron multipiezo – a benchmark 
in the fi eld of ultrasound scalers

By mectron s.p.a.

Being exceptionally user-friendly, 
the multipiezo by mectron is not 
only a fl exible ultrasonic device for 
dental prophylaxis interventions - 
but the optimal assistant for every 
dentist or dental hygienist. Besides 
classical supragingival scaling it can 
be used for subgingival debridement 
as well as for implant cleaning. 

Thanks to its innovative design and 
its self-explaining ergonomics the 
multipiezo sets new standards in 
daily use management and hygiene. 
Its ergonomic touch panel lets the 
user control all functions fast and 
intuitive - without having to study 
the instruction manual at all. Due to 
its smooth touch surface, it can be 
cleaned and disinfected much easier 
than other devices.

The intelligent mectron piezoelec-
tric ultrasound technology makes 

treatments even more comfortable 
for the dentist as well as the patient: 
during the therapy, it balances exter-
nal factors, adjusts power level au-
tomatically and provides the special 
soft mode. This innovative function 
avoids excessive ultrasound oscilla-
tion, allowing a gentle and effi cient 
insert movement. Results: nearly 
painless treatment for patients and 
maximum comfort for clinicians. 
While the pulse mode function al-
lows the best performances in pros-
thetics and extractions. All these 
make the mectron multipiezo an 
innovative and unique combination 
of intelligent technology and func-
tional design. 

The integration of a 3600 adjust-
able LED handpiece makes working 
with the multipiezo even easier: the 
source of light can be directed right 
to the spot of activity. The 500 ml 
liquid holder is illuminated and can 
get exchanged quickly and easily for 

mectron S.P.A.
Via Loreto, 15/A
16042 Carasco (GE) – Italy
Tel: +39 0185 35361
Fax: +39 0185 351374
E-mail: mectron@mectron.com
Web: www.mectron.com
www.we-love-prophylaxis.com

For more information contact:

the maximum fl exibility in irriga-
tion choice. 

With over 45 inserts available, mec-
tron is offering one of the largest 
ranges of ultrasound prophylaxis 
tips in dentistry. The unique technol-
ogy, the perfect ergonomics and the 
maximum fl exibility are the reasons 
why mectron defi nes with the mul-
tipiezo the new benchmark for ultra-
sound prophylaxis units.
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Fill-Up! – The new dual-curing bulk composite

ONE COAT 7 UNIVERSAL 
– All-purpose universal bond

By Coltene

Worldwide, dental practitioners are 
convinced of this innovative, effi -
cient latest generation bulk compos-
ite. Overwhelming feedback since its 
launch only few month ago shows 
how great the demand has been for 
a solution like Fill-Up! This is COL-
TENE's response to the disadvantag-
es inherent to light-curing treatment 
methods and has resurrected the 
discussion on bulk fi lling materials. 
Light-curing bulk fi lling materi-
als are restricted to 4-5 mm curing 
depth and often require a separate 
composite covering layer. Studies 
have shown that many dentists are 
unsure whether conventional bulk 

By Coltene

State-of-the art, self-etching adhe-
sive systems are easy to apply and 
boost the success rate signifi cantly, 
especially within restorations in the 
posterior area. Simultaneously they 
stand for predictable results, inde-
pendent of the applied basis or the 
preferred application technique of 
the dentist. Coming to reliability and 
user-friendliness, research and de-
velopment has now set new material 
standards:

Reliably adhesive agent on 
dentin and enamel 
The new ONE COAT 7 UNIVERSAL 
was developed on the basis of the 
favoured ONE COAT 7.0, and is a re-

fi lling cures all the way to the base of 
the cavity. Now a reliable solution is 
available. The new dual-curing Fill-
Up! bulk composite allows fi lling 
quickly at any layer thickness and 
without reservations. 

liable All-in-One Bond for every in-
dication. Whether self etch, selective 
enamel etch or total etch technique, 
a single drop bonds light-curing fi ll-
ing materials easily, quickly and is 
long-lasting. ONE COAT 7 UNIVER-
SAL is an excellent adhesion promot-
er on enamel and dentin, thus is a 
guarantee for safe restorations even 
in extraordinary cases. With only 
a single bonding layer it provides 
consistently high bonding strength, 
excellent marginal sealing and excel-
lent marginal integrity. These excep-
tional clinical values are convincing, 
even when compared with conven-
tional system adhesives.

In conjunction with ONE COAT ACTI-
VATOR it is optionally also possible 

Guaranteed and fast curing - 
even with the deepest 
cavities
No matter which fi lling depth is re-
quired, the light and chemical poly-
merisation properties of Fill-Up! reli-
ably cure any fi lling size. In addition, 
the shrinkage forces are considerably 
less pronounced for chemical poly-
merisation, which supports the qual-
ity of marginal integrity.

Even the largest cavities can be fi lled 
with the Fill-Up! single-layer tech-
nique quickly and easily, making it a 
true bulk fi ll material. Following the 
application of Fill-Up! completion of 
the fi lling is possible immediately as 

to use a chemically cured product. 
You will always be making the right 
choice with the light-curing single-
component adhesive One Coat 7 
Universal!

Ergonomic triangular 
bottle and single dose 
- Safe and easy
The universal bonding agent also 
comes with a new presentation 
form. The special triangular bottle, 
with it`s excellent ergonomic han-
dling, lies comfortably in the hand 
and the precision dropper allows 
precise and economical working. 
ONE COAT 7 UNIVERSAL is available 
as introductory kit with a 5ml bond 
bottle including etch gel and acces-

light-curing only requires 5 seconds. 
The excellent mechanical properties 
make a covering layer superfl uous. 
Due to the high self-blending of the 
material, a single universal shade 
(Vita A2-A3) is suffi cient for the pos-
terior region. Presentation in the 
practical automix-syringe makes ap-
plication easy and effi cient.

Two, working 
in perfect harmony
Fill-Up! and the multiple award-
winning ParaBond adhesive system 
are matched perfectly. ParaBond ac-
celerates polymerisation at the mar-
gins and thus improves the marginal 
integrity of the fi lling. Study results 

sories. There are also practical single 
dose units for one-off use. These are 
also offered as refi ll packs in addition 
to the 5ml bond bottle.

from the University Geneva con-
fi rm best marginal sealing values. 
This helps to avoid secondary caries 
and lays the foundation for a reliable 
long-term restoration.

The universal composite Fill-Up! is 
comes in the useful 4,5g automix-
syringe. Due to the purpose-built 
colour, between A2 and A3, there 
is no need for complicated colour-
management within the posterior 
region.
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ONE COAT 7 UNIVERSAL

 Self-Etch, Selective Etch and Total Etch, 
one bond for all adhesive techniques 

 With activator for chemical curing products

 Excellent shear bond strength to enamel and dentine 

oc7universal.coltene.com

One component light cured universal adhesive

10 
mm

5 sec.
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 Optimal depth polymerisation with minimal shrinkage due to 
dual curing system restoration.

 Guaranteed single-layer technique – even in very deep cavities of 10 mm

 Optimised sealing of margins – reduced post-operative sensitivity

 Universal shade in a convenient Automix syringe for efficient placement

Fill-Up!®
Filling in a single step – Hole in One

Deep. Fast. Perfect. 
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